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Analyze your organization’s 
performance with precision

Flexibility in reporting
Dimensions are built into the reporting tools, 
giving you the power to group, sort, filter, and 
expand data visually – all within Sage Intacct, on 
the fly, and without a consultant.

Get more accurate information 
Dimensional report preparation is done right 
within the system, eliminating the latency and 
potential errors involved with spreadsheet 
reporting.

Slice and dice your financials to quickly turn 
data into insights
Use dimensions to filter your financial data 
right on your dashboard. For example, dig into 
revenue accounts that are tagged to a specific 
line of business or a region with just a click.

Without built-in, on-the-fly reporting pivots, you may find your chart of 
accounts becoming unwieldy over time. As a result, finding the right account 
is increasingly difficult and transaction entry is more error-prone. And it 
means that at each period end, it may even be necessary to export data to 
spreadsheets and begin the long process of filtering to get to the real meaning 
behind transactions. Sage Intacct dimensions enable you to analyze your 
business inside the system in ways not possible with a typical chart of accounts 
– and do it in seconds not days.

D a t a s h e e t

Dimensions
Make fast, fact-based decisions with angles 

of analysis – all within Sage Intacct 

Simplify your chart of accounts

Keep a lean chart of accounts
Unlike accounting systems that rely on a long list of 
segmented linear accounts, Sage Intacct dimensions 
are maintained independently so you can expand your 
insight while keeping a lean set of account codes. Even 
as your business changes, you can evolve tracking 
without cluttering the chart of accounts.

Get greater depth of reporting and insights 
Easily add your own dimension attributes to provide 
deep transaction context without ballooning the chart 
of accounts or dimension list.  Use these attributes to 
surface insights by filtering dashboard views or report 
outputs.

Improve managerial insights
Assign dimensions to the accounts where you need 
them, then harvest insights.  You can even add statistical 
tracking with dimensional insight.  With dimension 
pivots in reporting, easy dimension grouping and drill-to 
transaction detail with supporting documents, you can 
deliver clear insights to decision makers on-demand. 
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Tailor dimensions to your organization’s 
unique needs

Standard dimensions set you up for success
Use the standard dimensions ‘as is’ or repurpose 
as needed by changing the terminology.  With 
the flexibility of dimension hierarchies, dimension 
grouping and custom attributes that are all 
reportable, you can ensure streamlined and lean 
dimension values as well.

Extend insights
Improve process flows and visibility with deeper 
solution-specific functionality with specialty 
dimensions like Warehouse.

Add new dimensions, on your terms and timetable
As your business evolves over time, you don’t need 
to be a programmer or pay for a service engagement 
to create and deploy a new dimension. Add a 
dimension at any point in your organization’s growth 
using an automated process and immediately begin 
transacting and reporting using the new data angle.

Filter and drill-down in financial and analytic reporting using dimensions. Here, the pivots are the location 
and department dimensions.

 “After comparing Sage Intacct with NetSuite, we chose 
Sage Intacct for its best-in-class financial solution that 
was built by CPAs to meet specialized accounting needs. 
We especially love Sage Intacct’s dimensions-based 
approach, which has greatly simplified our chart of 
accounts, and is flexible enough to track all of the detail 
we need and evolve with our organization over time.”
- Julie Suderman, Associate Commissioner, Finance, Big Ten Conference

For more info, visit: www.sageintacct.com/multidimensional-financial-
reporting-system  
or contact us at 877-437-7765
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